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About This Game

Super Bit Adventure: Paragons of Life is a perma death dungeon crawler where you take on the role of a mysterious hero that
survived a battle inside of a magical prison. Enter the prison and discover what happened on that fateful day and collect the

powers of fallen adventurers along the way. Utilize their powers and slaughter the hordes of monsters that stand between you
and the truth.

"A New Path" Update is now live!
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Talent System: The new talent system will give you greater control over how you play the game. Mix and match talents and
unlock new talent trees with the achievement system! Will you focus your efforts on melee paragons? Or put forth all your

strength into magic? You choose!

Achievements: Unlock achievements as you play the game! These can also grant you new powers!

New Paragons: Over 25 new paragons! Can you find them all?

New Items: New items to go along with the new treasure system! Find powerful artifacts that will unleash destruction on your
enemies!
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The Paragons: These are the adventurers that have come before you, each with their own strength, abilities and agendas. Find
and seek the ones most suitable to your play style. Swap between them during battle and utilize their abilities to lay waste to your

enemies.

The Prison: Once a prison for monsters that roamed the land, it has undergone a change in management. Battle through static
floors and memorize the right path to continue your adventure once you have fallen.
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Title: Super Bit Adventure: Paragons of Life
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ZiomatrixX
Publisher:
3rd Pinnacle Games
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 32

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6320 1.86GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8600 GT 512MB GDDR3

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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If you enjoy classic RTS games like Age of Empires or Empire at War then this is a classic throwback for you! Honestly it
reminds me of Command and Conquer Red Alert 2. Very fun and time killing also historically accurate. Not to mention its five
buckaroos!. This is an overlooked unique indie game with a visually cool game mechanic if you like Limbo like games that are
creepy, puzzle solving, odd story, and a dark mood than this game is for you given the price. I enjoyed my time playing this
game, it even gave me a jumpscare here and there.

You can see my personal reaction here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9G__JOsX7E&list=PLLjigReESA3l0sONT_3ajk0YoKONgBcOw. Promising game. But
interacting was a nightmare. I simply could not enter the CIVO wine competition. All because the middle portion of the form
could not be scrolled. I made my selection for the visible dropdown and I tried to use the side bar to see the rest of the hidden
dropdowns but I could not scroll. Instead the top and bottom texts in the dialogue were being scrolled. My mouse was no where
next to them. Fine. I guess I can't see the other dropdowns. No problem. Let me just click submit. But I couldn't. The submit
button wasn't working. There was no feedback, (no greyed out button or animation to tell me it wasn't working) just a damn
button I couldn't click. I would love to play this game. The music is great the art is adorable. I love the concept. Seemed perfect.
But the interaction doesn't work! The last thing you'd expect to go wrong with a game went wrong. (BTW the goofy mickey
mouse hand for the cursor is not helping. I had to guess where the point of the cursor is.) Basic UX issue. Please fix it.. great
little game that requires a bit of brain power and a good eye. Great Steam Link local party game! You can also play against AI as
well if you want to kill some time.
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I was looking at this game for a long time before deciding to buy it. It's sad that it's production got cancled however the game is
slow a feels unplayable at some points with extremly clunky controls by defult. You might Like this if your looking for
something like Smash Bros for PC, however it's with very few reconizable characters i personaly only know like 3 of them, The
way the game is now I sadly cannot recommend this game and since production was cancled i don't think this well change.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZcTid2Jtmws

A prime example of a title going EA too soon.

Was disappointed when I thought it was free. After remembering that I paid $5.99 for it. Getting out of the game to see a dev
console covering 1\/4 of the game window was not a happy moment. Granted I could have closed it but there's no indication that
it's there inside the game and it didn't pop up until after I put the headset on.

Overall, this game is not in a state where it should be in EA yet much less should it be charging for the experience. I get that EA
titles should be buggy but this isn't a release candidate build it's a dev build. Something I would run locally to test, not release to
the public. Even as an 'EA' title.

Focusing solely on the working wave shooter gameplay:

The weapon swap system is awkward and clunky.
The weapons themselves didn't feel good. It didn't feel like aiming was something I should take the time to do. It felt like it
rewarded spray and pray more than accurate shots.
It also felt like there was artificial accuracy rather than my own accuracy being the only factor.
Weapon instructions provided as tool tips were inaccurate.
Music setting does not appear to be maintained in the survival main menu.

The fast and frantic gameplay was enjoyable once I dropped trying to use any of the other weapons aside from the six shooters.
It also gets points for an Exit to Desktop button instead of making us force close like a good number of other titles.

It's not an outright bad wave shooter if you can overlook that it was released too soon however...

It's hard to overlook the faults when it's currently in the mid range as far as pricing for these games go. It's got a nice premise,
even if it is an over saturated wave shooter, but it's been released to the public faaaar too soon.. Expected nothing from this
game but the Demo was great fun, played it a few times and bought the full version on sale. The presentation seems pretty cheap
so you want to get into the gameplay as fast as possible because that's where Operation Warcade VR shines.

You are in a arcade cabinet, Uzi in one hand - grenades in the other. The game scrolls from left to right and starts throwing
enemies, power ups and explosions at you.
Foot soldiers, snipers, tanks, boats, helicopters, jets,... you name it. But those things are also available to you. Now and then you
get the chance to "jump" into the game and play it as a FPS. Snipe the bad guys with your bow (Explosive bolts included), drive
a armored vehicle - wheel in one hand and your trusty Uzi in the other, rain down hell from a helicopter with a minigun,.... the
list goes on. Did I mention you can operate a fighter jet as well?

In every level you are tasked with three objectives you can do them one by one or get all of them in one run. Each cleared
objective gives you a star which unlocks new abilities and new locations\/levels. There is also a Highscore mode in which you
have to survive with only a limited amount of lives. Not the main event but fun nonetheless.

Oh and they reused a Call of Duty 2 gunsound in this game. I have no idea why.

Yeah, it's a good game. Well worth the price tag and a no-brainer on sale.. Beautiful, relaxing puzzle game. Unfortunately it is
quite short but still well worth the price.. I loved this time, unfortunately it was too short. My review is positive, but I must admit
the programing was really bad optimized, I was running temps over 75ºC with my gtx 1080 ti, that´s absurd for such small games
with poor graphics.
. Excellent add-ons which make the main game even more fun, well worth it, thumbs up!. I''ve been dying to try game out. Yes,
movement is tricky but I'm sure the devs are all over it. The game seems to be designed for PSVR so I expect that things will
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improve fast on PC. 360 will make a huge difference.
They have chosen a brand new way of controlling the individual feet of the player, like a puppet on strings. I've almost mastered
the Cruyff turn, which is nice!
If (like me) you're not into online, the free kicks and thru ball drills are really good fun. Proper spin physics make it very
rewarding to curl one into the top corner. I'm gonna play a lot more.
Recommended, looking forward to regular updates :). Highly recommended. If you think of pure passanger route (no freight)
this is the perfect route for the european region. I really love it. Well made, very scenic. Over half of the route is single rail but
there is a part with 2 and 4 rails (for S-Bahn service) and last 20 km around Munchen are like 10 parallel rails. It is therefore
very rich in different kinds of driving. There is some work to do in the cab as speed limits often change. I realy like driving it
hudless - it's not very difficult as you are warned about most of the limits so you have to remember only few tricky places.

As for the rolling stock I am not very impressed by the attached EMU. It is fine but it has no AFB and seems just very
simplified. I recommend buying BR442 Talent 2 EMU which works perfectly with the route but do it only if you are not planing
to extend the route to Innsbruck with the Mittenwaldbahn add-on as Talent 2 is included there.

Another nice thing is the fact that you can easily extend the route by either Mittelwand (to Innsbruck) or Munich-Augsburg (to
Augsburg) ad-ons. This way you can drive around 3 hours of real life ICE Karwendel from Augsburg to Innsbruck. The real
train started at Haburg going through Berlin, Leipzic, Nunberg and Augsburg, so you if you own Berling-Leipzig already, with
all the add-ons you can drive around 5 hours of it's 12h original route.. I liked playing this game, although the controls took
some time to get used to. It is quite difficult to make the character move fluently through levels with many enemies, but when
you get the hang of the rolling move (enemies can't get you when you roll) you can usually escape to safety. And like the game
itself recommends, try to take out your enemies from a distance. If you comply with these 'rules' you can make it through the
levels.
The graphics are very simple, but I like the style. The same for the music, which is also simple but not annoying and it goes
nicely with the game's upbeat mood.
The level design is what I consider to be a strong point of this game. Figuring out how to collect the keys and get to the exit, and
where all the hidden stuff is located is fun to do.. 30 hours of fun for \u20ac3,99. Ain't not that bad. Great puzzle game,
working fine on win7 and no bugs detected!!!
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